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ABSTRACT
Introduction: This study aimed to assess the quality of online resources
pertaining to cannabidiol (CBD) for the nonoperative management of hip
and knee arthritis.
Methods: Websites were identified on the three most popular global
search engines using terms relevant to CBD, hip or knee pain, and
arthritis. Websites were scored based on a 25-point scale regarding
diagnosis, evaluation, and treatment of hip and knee pathologies.
Results: The initial search yielded 287 results, and 94 websites were
analyzed after meeting inclusion criteria. The average Flesch-Kincaid
reading level was 48, corresponding to a college education level. Mean
website score was poor at 7.46 (SD 3.51) of 25 (29.8%). Websites
published by physicians had statistically higher scores (P = 0.03).
Conclusions: Many online resources regarding CBD use for hip and
knee arthritis are available; however, the readability is more advanced
than recommended by the National Institutes of Health. Very few
resources are sponsored by physicians or professional organizations,
and many are overtly sales oriented. Patients should be counseled that
the information available online on this topic is generally unreliable.
Surgeons and professional health organizations should play a stronger
role in providing balanced resources to patients regarding CBD use for
hip and knee arthritis.

A

rthritis has profound health, societal, and financial implications in the
United States. An estimated 52.5 million adults in the United States in
2012 had a diagnosis of arthritis, and this number is projected to
increase to 72.4 million by 2040.1 In 2013, arthritis-attributable medical
costs in the United States were estimated to be $140 billion and associated
lost wages to be $164 billion.2 The hip and the knee are the two most
common locations for symptomatic degenerative arthritis.3
Several nonoperative modalities exist that have been recommended for
patients with debilitating degenerative hip and knee arthritis, including weight
loss in patients with body mass index .25, low-impact aerobic exercises,
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outpaced by an explosive increase in CBD access and
direct to consumer online marketing and sales.
Although studies exist examining the potential role of
CBD in treatment of cancer, cancer-related pain, sleep
disorders, inflammatory bowel disease, multiple sclerosis, and seizure disorders, to our knowledge, no previous studies exist on the self-directed use of CBD for
symptom relief for degenerative arthritis of the hip or
knee.10,12-21 As the scientific community further develops its clinical understanding of CBD, a pressing need
exists to also increase awareness of the unvetted information available online for patients. The purpose of this
study was to evaluate and grade the quality of online
resources pertaining to CBD for hip and knee arthritis.
Our hypothesis was that there would be poor-quality
information available on CBD and its role in management for hip and knee arthritis.

Methods
In April 2020, three separate search engines (Google,
Yahoo, and Bing) were used to find online resources
describing CBD for hip and knee arthritis. We used search
terms that patients may use on the Internet to find information about CBD for hip and knee arthritis. These
included “CBD” or “Cannabidiol” combined with “knee
pain,” “hip pain,” “swollen knee,” “knee arthritis,” or
“hip arthritis.” This yielded 10 different search term
combinations for each of the three search engines,
yielding a total of 30 searches. The methodology for
screening search results was consistent with that done by
previous analyses regarding the quality of online resources
in orthopaedics.22 Specifically, the first 25 results were
recorded from each search. Websites marked as advertisements that had paid to be populated at the top of
searches were excluded. Duplicate entries were removed if
they appeared on multiple search engines. Websites were
excluded if they were targeting medical professionals,
included only video content, provided no information
about hip or knee pain or arthritis, did not mention CBD,
or had a nonfunctional hyperlink (Figure 1).
The websites were further divided into the following
six types: physician sponsored, hospital or heath system
sponsored, medical device or sales industry sponsored,
professional organization’s website, news article, or
other. The Flesch-Kincaid method (FK) was used to
score websites for readability.23 A scoring system was
developed to quantify and evaluate how the available
online resources explain diagnosis, evaluation, and
treatment of hip and knee arthritis and the potential role
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strengthening, and neuromuscular education. The most
recent practice recommendations from the American
Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons (AAOS) also note
that for knee arthritis, evidence is inconclusive regarding
the use of bracing treatment, transcutaneous electrical
nerve stimulation, and manual therapy. AAOS guidelines
also cite strong evidence against the use of acupuncture
and glucosamine and chondroitin supplementation in the
setting of knee arthritis.4
Several pharmacologic agents—such as acetaminophen, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, and, in
certain circumstances, opioids—are used to improve
symptoms in degenerative arthritis, particularly hip and
knee arthritis. However, none have been demonstrated to
clearly delay the progression of arthritis or alter the
underlying pathophysiology to reverse degenerative joint
changes. Injections of corticosteroid, growth factors, or
platelet-rich plasma are commonly used but per AAOS
guidelines, currently have inconclusive evidence for their
use in the knee. Strong evidence also exists that hyaluronic acid injections provide no notable improvement over
placebo in the hip or knee.4,5
Many patients are unable to tolerate the aforementioned
modalities or have refractory symptoms after trialing these
conservative measures but may not yet wish to proceed
with joint arthroplasty.6 This common scenario often
prompts a search for alternative agents to improve pain,
maintain function, and increase mobility. Cannabidiol
(CBD) has recently gained popularity as a therapeutic class
with purported potential to improve symptoms of
numerous clinical ailments. Some reports suggest that the
use of CBD has become pervasive, with an estimated 64
million Americans trying CBD between January 2017 and
2019, of which 14.3% are considered to be daily users.7 A
recent survey of over 2,600 arthritis patient conducted by
the arthritis foundation found that 79%of respondents
reported using CBD, having used it in the past, or were
considering using it. Moreover, 52% of all surveyed patients have been living with osteoarthritis for 10 or more
years, and of the respondents who take CBD, 94% turn to
CBD specifically for pain relief.8
CBD is related to tetrahydrocannabinol, in which
both are derived from the cannabis plant; however,
unlike tetrahydrocannabinol, CBD does not carry the
same psychoactive effects.9 Indeed, one of the most
appealing aspects of CBD is its relatively benign safety
profile.10 The reported benefits of CBD include
decreasing inflammation, promoting intestinal motility,
increasing hunger, decreasing nausea and vomiting,
and, most pertinently, reducing pain.11 However, scientific research on the potential role of CBD is far
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Figure 1

Inclusion and exclusion criteria.

compared with that of other article types to compare the
quality and reliability of information between article
types.22
Statistical analysis was done using the SAS software
package version 9.4 (SAS Institute). Student t-tests were
done for continuous data, and x2 or Fisher exact tests
were done for categorical data, as appropriate. Two-tailed
P values ,0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Results
The initial search yielded 750 websites. A total of 463
duplicates were removed and 193 websites were subsequently excluded based on the aforementioned exclusion
criteria. The final group included 94 websites that discussed CBD for hip and knee arthritis (Figure 1). The
interobserver reliability in website scoring between the
two reviewers was excellent (kappa: 0.80, 95% confidence interval, 0.78-0.83).25
Review of each of these 94 websites revealed a mean
website score of 7.46 (SD 3.51) of 25 (29.8%). More
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for CBD as an adjunct therapy in this setting. This
scoring system (Table 1) was modified from previous
nonvalidated scoring systems used in the literature for
similar purposes.22,24 The scoring system had a maximum score of 25 points and was agreed on by the senior
authors who are experienced with treatment of hip and
knee arthritis and the potential role of CBD in this
clinical setting. Of the 25 points, six were related to
diagnosis and evaluation of hip and knee arthritis and
19 were related to arthritis treatment. Because multiple
treatment approaches exist for early-to-moderate hip
and knee arthritis, this scoring system aims to capture a
myriad of possible treatment modalities. Two authors
(B.A.A. and J.L.) independently graded all screened
websites, awarding one point for each criterion. The two
scores for each website were then averaged to obtain a
final score. Interobserver reliability was established
using the kappa statistic, which is most commonly used
for studies measuring agreement between two or more
observers. A kappa of 1 represents perfect agreement,
whereas a kappa of 0 represents agreement equivalent to
chance.25 Average scores of individual article types were
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Table 1.

Website Scoring Rubric

Diagnosis and evaluation (6 points)
Describes in any detail the anatomy of the knee or the hip
Describes in any detail the function of knee or hip structures
Describes in any detail the pathogenies of degenerative joint disease/osteoarthritis
Differentiates osteoarthritis from other forms of arthritis or generalized inflammatory conditions
Physician may examine your hip/knee
Physician may obtain hip/knee radiographs, advanced imaging (MRI), or do other testing (serologic testing and joint aspiration) to
determine underlying diagnosis
Treatment (19 points)
Conservative treatment methods for osteoarthritis of the hip and knee presented including rest and activity modification
Role of physical therapy is discussed
Weight loss
Role of anti-inflammatories and analgesics
Alternative treatments (injections, acupuncture, glucosamine, topical cream, and capsaicin)
Surgery can be used to address advanced cartilage loss (cartilage procedure or joint replacement)
Discusses medical literature on the use of CBD for knee/hip arthritis
Discusses the mechanism of action of CBD
Differentiates THC from CBD
States CBD is derived from cannabis/hemp
Acknowledges that treatment is considered controversial and that evidence base is limited
Discusses that the term “CBD” encompasses various formulations and discusses more than one CBD formulation
Discusses routes of CBD delivery (oral, topical, nasal spray, etc) and considerations for each
Mentions lack of FDA regulation for CBD
Acknowledges CBD currently is not currently a recommended treatment modality for hip and knee pain by governing medical
associations
Mentions potential side effects or risks of CBD therapy
Mentions possible CBD interaction with commonly taken medications
Discusses in any detail dosing of CBD
Mention of the legality of CBD products
Total/25 points
CBD = cannabidiol, THC = tetrahydrocannabinol
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such as the arthritis foundation (Table 3).27 In the
heterogeneous landscape of quality online sales oriented websites, it should be highlighted that although
few in number, physician-sponsored websites were the
only group to have statistically significant higher
scores than the other website categories (9.25, SD
0.96, P = 0.03).
Of websites that met inclusion criteria, 22 websites
(23.4%) were found using the search term “cannabidiol,” whereas 72 (76.6%) were encountered when
searching “CBD.” The average website scores were not
significantly different between those with listing “CBD”
and those with “cannabidiol” (P = 0.382).
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specifically, the mean website scores for diagnosis and
evaluation section were 1.08 (SD 1.45) of 6 (17.9%),
whereas the mean website scores for treatment were 6.55
(SD 3.07) of 19 (34.5%) (Table 2). The mean FK reading
level was 48.78 (SD 10.11), corresponding to a “difficult” reading level consistent with that appropriate for a
college education.23,26
The most common source of categorized online
information came from either the sales industry (38,
40.4%) or news-style articles without an explicit link
to purchase CBD products (42, 44.68%). Only 4
(4.25%) of the websites were physician sponsored, and
only 2 (2.13%) were from professional organizations,
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Table 2.

Website Performance

Factor

Mean Score

SD

% Websites

0.18

0.39

19.50

Describes in any detail the function of knee or hip
structures

0.15

0.36

16.50

Describes in any detail the pathogenies of degenerative
joint disease/osteoarthritis

0.39

0.49

37.00

Differentiates osteoarthritis from other forms of arthritis
or generalized inflammatory conditions

0.28

0.45

26.50

0.04

0.20

4.50

0.03

0.18

2.50

0.12

0.32

10.00

Role of physical therapy is discussed

0.15

0.36

13.00

Weight loss

0.13

0.34

10.50

Role of anti-inflammatories and analgesics

0.26

0.44

23.50

Alternative treatments (injections, acupuncture,
glucosamine, topical cream, and capsaicin)

0.14

0.35

12.00

Surgery can be used to address advanced cartilage loss
(cartilage procedure or joint replacement)

0.19

0.40

16.00

Discusses medical literature on the use of CBD for knee/
hip arthritis

0.47

0.50

42.50

Discusses the mechanism of action of CBD

0.64

0.48

58.50

Differentiates THC from CBD

0.64

0.48

60.50

States CBD is derived from cannabis/hemp

0.73

0.44

72.50

Acknowledges that treatment is considered
controversial and that evidence base is limited

0.33

0.47

23.50

Discusses that the term “CBD” encompasses various
formulations and discusses more than one CBD
formulation

0.52

0.50

47.50

Discusses routes of CBD delivery (oral, topical, nasal
spray, etc) and considerations for each

0.50

0.50

46.00

0.28

0.45

19.50

Acknowledges that CBD currently is not currently a
recommended treatment modality for hip and knee pain by
governing medical associations

0.12

0.32

9.50

Mentions potential side effects or risks of CBD therapy

0.28

0.45

25.00

Mentions possible CBD interaction with commonly taken
medications

0.22

0.42

20.50

Discusses in any detail dosing of CBD

0.34

0.48

34.50

Mention of the legality of CBD products

0.51

0.50

50.00

Diagnosis and evaluation
Describes in any detail the anatomy of the knee or the hip

Physician may examine your hip/knee
Physician may obtain hip/knee radiographs, advanced
imaging (MRI), or do other testing (serologic testing and
joint aspiration) to determine underlying diagnosis
Treatment
Conservative treatment methods for osteoarthritis of the
hip and knee presented including rest and activity
modification

Mentions lack of FDA regulation for CBD
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Table 3.

Source of Website Information

SD

Total Average
Score of All Other
Article Types

SD

8.10

3.75

7.25

3.44

0.26

40.40

7.26

3.57

7.88

3.61

0.42

4.25

9.25

0.96

7.56

3.65

0.03*

3

3.19

4.67

3.79

7.73

3.56

0.15

Professional
organization

2

2.13

7.50

4.95

7.63

3.6

0.96

Other

5

5.32

7.00

3.16

7.67

3.62

0.69

No. of
Articles

% of Included
Articles

Score
Average

News

42

44.68

Sales industry

38

Physician

4

Hospital/health
system

Discussion

6
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This study provides the first comprehensive analysis we are
aware of investigating available online resources on CBD
for hip and knee arthritis. We found that although a
number of online resources are available for patients
seeking information about CBD for hip and knee arthritis,
the content presented in these resources was limited, with
an average score of 7.46 (SD 3.51) of 25 (29.8%). These
resources were also typically written at a reading level
higher than that recommended for the general population
with FK reading scores of 48.78 (SD 10.11) corresponding
to a college education level. For perspective, a “fairly easy”
reading ease corresponds to a FK score of 70 to 80 and an
“easy” reading ease corresponds to a FK score of 80 to 90.
In addition, the overwhelming majority of websites on
CBD for hip and knee arthritis were not developed by
physicians, hospitals, or professional medical associations
but were presented as news articles or overt advertisements from sales-oriented organizations with direct links
to purchase CBD. Notably, a wide range of quality exists
in regard to reliable information regarding arthritis
diagnosis, evaluation, and treatment on websites offering
CBD products for purchase. This is highlighted by the fact
that the top three highest scoring and bottom three lowest
scoring websites all included links to purchase CBD
products. In fact, to our knowledge, no consensus statements exist regarding CBD use by any major orthopaedic
organization in the United States at this time.
As reflected in the scoring rubric presented, we think
that a well-structured website designed to educate patients about CBD for hip and knee arthritis should be
written at an appropriate reading level but also discuss
specific relevant topics (Table 1). Inclusion of each of
these topics will help inform patients by (1) explaining
what to expect regarding evaluation and workup of hip
and knee arthritis, (2) describe the underlying anatomy

P Value (vs All
Other Types)

and disease pathogenesis of different types of arthritis,
(3) discuss a diverse array of treatment options, (4)
define CBD, (5) present a balanced assessment of the
medical literature regarding CBD in this clinical setting,
and (6) mention the legality of CBD products along with
potential side effects and risks of use. In discussing each
of these points, an online resource would serve to
educate and inform patients both before and after their
physician encounter.
Our findings that online information on CBD for hip
and knee arthritis is generally of poor quality are in line
with past studies reporting that quality and accuracy of
the websites patients may use to obtain information
about their health can be inadequate.22,28,29 Given that
patients are increasingly likely to look up information
about health online, physicians can improve their relationship with patients by better understanding the
quality of information patients access about their health
before the patient-physician encounter.30 Looking forward, given the few current CBD resources sponsored
by physicians or professional medical organizations, a
clear opportunity and a need exists for readily accessible, balanced, scientific, and comprehensive information
on this topic. Until that time, patients should be counseled that online information about CBD for hip and
knee arthritis is of heterogeneous quality and generally
unreliable. Surgeons should play an increased role in
providing comprehensive resources to patients and
educating them on the risks and potential uses of CBD.
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